B Series Ready Relaunch

Installation Instructions

Your kit will include:
Instructions
Break line bridle lines
Center flying line
Ready Relaunch grabline and handle
Velcro centerline bar attachment
Bridle line pigtail

ATTACHING THE BRAKE BRIDLE

1. Unroll your kite and lay it out with bridle lines exposed. Connect your left and right bridle lines to the velcro bridle holder and clear the trailing edge of any loose bridle lines.

2. Identify the 6 trailing edge connections tabs. From the center to tips they are referred to as #2, #5, and #8

3. Attach the #2 bridle line to the #2 connection tab on left side of kite using a larks head knot (loop to loop connection). Repeat steps on right side.
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**STEPS**

4. Repeat these steps to attach the #5 and #8 lines.

5. Comb out the bridle lines to assure there are no twist or tangles.

6. Collect the ends of all six bridle lines and thread the bridle line pigtail through the bridle line loops.

7. Once the bridle line pigtail is through all six loops make a larks head out of the pigtail.

**ATTACHING THE VELCRO CENTERLINE ATTACHMENT TO BAR**

1. Unwind and layout the flying lines then remove one flying line from the bar end.

2. Undo velcro on velcro centerline attachment

3. Slide velcro centerline attachment over bar end without the flying line attached.
4. Center the velcro centerline attachment on the bar and secure it with velcro. Make sure the red handle is in a position that is closest to you if you were flying the kite.

**ATTACHING FLYING LINES**

1. Attach the center flying line to the knot at the end of the grab line that you just installed using a larks head knot.

2. Attach center flying line to the brake line attachment point using a larks head knot.

3. Re attach flying line using a larks head knot.

4. Attach flying line with red connection to left kite bridle using a larks head knot and attach flying line with green connection to right bridle using a larks head knot.
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How to use Ready Relaunch

Before launching your kite, velcro the wrist cuff on your leash to your wrist then attach the clip on your wrist leash to the metal ring on the red grab handle.

**USING THE READY RELAUNCH WHEN LAUNCHING YOUR KITE**

To launch your kite, pull the bar in until the red grab handle is butted up against the bar and prepare for the kite to launch (We recommend using a launch partner to assist you in launching your kite at the side of the wind window). Your kite will not launch if the red grab handle is pulled in all the way towards you.

**USING THE READY RELAUNCH AS A SAFETY SYSTEM**

If you ever feel uncomfortable when flying your kite, the ready relaunch allows you to let go of your bar at anytime. The kite will depower and land safely with the leading edge in a position to relaunch when you are ready. Make sure you fly your kite in steady wind and in an area free of obstacles, people, rocks, trees, fences, cars, etc.

1. For immediate depower of the kite, let go of the bar and prepare for an initial jerk of power, then the kite will depower.
2. Once the kite depowers, you will see the kite fall to the ground and land in the ready re-launch position.
3. Before relaunching, make sure there are no twists in your lines and bar is right side up.